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#1. Vaccines contain aborted fetal baby parts. We are pro-life. The “Godfather of Vaccines,”
Stanley Plotkin, stated under oath that ONE vaccine he oversaw used 76 aborted babies in its
creation. That was just one vaccine. See this chart by Children of God For Life for a list of all the
vaccines that use aborted fetal parts.

#2. The U.S. Supreme Court labeled vaccines unavoidably unsafe in 2011. There has never
been a randomized, double blind, placebo controlled study (RDBPC, the gold standard) done on
any vaccine in the childhood schedule. This means that a true, inert placebo (saline) has not
been used to test any of the vaccines on the childhood schedule. Instead, vaccines are often
tested against other vaccines made up of the same toxic ingredients.

#3. Autism can be induced by vaccines. Hannah Poling’s family was awarded millions of
dollars from the US government funded vaccine court for her vaccine induced autism in 2010.
Hundreds of thousands, if not millions of parents aren’t crazy when we say we watched our kids
regress into autism, post vaccines. To read the science behind it, explore here or here.
A top CDC scientist who is provax, William Thompson, blew the whistle on the CDC
when he came forward with documents proving that the CDC instructed him and other top CDC
officials to DESTROY CDC scientific studies / evidence showing that autism in African
American boys was over 320% more likely to occur when given the MMR as toddlers. This is
more than statistically significant.
Also, in March of 2020, the CDC lost a law suit because they were NOT able to provide
documentation proving that vaccines don’t cause autism.
#4. Doctors and nurses mean well, but are not taught the risks or ingredients of vaccines in
med school, which is largely funded by pharmaceutical companies that make vaccines.
Numerous doctors, even top level immunologists, report that in med school they are only taught
the CDC schedule, (the myth) that vaccines saved the world, and how to convince parents to
vaccinate. They aren’t taught about vaccine ingredients, the studies showing vaxxed are healthier
than unvaxxed (which is disproven here), or the risks of vaccination. Plus, doctors are offered
more money for higher rates of vaccination in their practice.
It’s understandable why western medicine professionals are not willing to look at the
possibility of vaccines causing more harm than good, because their goal is to help people.
Entertaining the idea that vaccinations hurt more than they help would cause a vocational and
moral crisis, so most aren’t willing to even explore the topic. The few who do are penalized, like
Dr. Paul Thomas, who published a study showing his unvaxxed patients are healthier.

#5. Untrustworthy Health Organizations: The CDC is the one pushing mandated vaccines, yet
the CDC OWNS 56 vaccine tech patents and they profit off the sales. This is a conflict of
interest. Also, after the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, the Department of Health
and Human Services was required to monitor and improve the safety and efficacy of childhood
vaccines. The DHHS was supposed to provide a report to congress every two years about
ongoing vaccine safety. In 30 years, the DHHS produced zero reports and refused to respond
to FOIA requests about this until they lost a law suit in November of 2018.
#6. Fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are reported to VAERS, the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System, according to a 2010 Harvard study commissioned by the US
Department of Health and Human Services, conducted 2006 - 2009 with 715,000 patients. After
hearing the results, the CDC stopped returning Harvard’s numerous calls. In April of 2021, two
separate data points supported this pathetic 1% reporting statistic, and confirmed that this
primary US vaccine safety system is failing. Since only 1% of vaccine injuries and deaths are
being captured in VAERS, that means you can throw two zeros at the end of any VAERS data for
a more reasonable number of who is being injured or killed by a vaccine. This means that the
9,048 reported COVID VACCINE deaths (as of 7/11/2021)
are actually closer to around 904,800 deaths from Covid
shot.
#7. Vaccine induced herd immunity is a myth. The vast
majority of adults are not up to date on boosters according
to the CDC. Yet we don’t see many people getting these
diseases. Non vaccinated people should be dying left and
right if vaccine-induced herd immunity is true. Instead, non
Vaxxed kids are far healthier than Vaxxed. See the study
done in the movie Vaxxed 2: The People’s Truth.
#8. CDC refuses to conduct or study a Vaxxed vs
unVaxxed study. And they admit it here. Top pro vax
scientists refuse to debate vaccine efficacy or safety
publicly. Numerous scientists, doctors and parents have
repeatedly asked for this study or debate for decades. Why
does the CDC refuse to compare the vaccinated against the
unvaccinated? Because they don’t want to see the results
that unvaxxed people are actually healthier.
#9. No liability for Pharma. Pharmaceutical companies can not be sued for vaccine injury. The
1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act made Pharma immune to all liability. Why?! Well,
Pharma was getting sued so much, that they threatened the government they’d stop making
vaccines unless the government protected them from the lawsuits. So now it’s nearly impossible
to win when you go through shady “vaccine court,” which doesn’t follow US legal proceedings,

allows few through, and takes 10 years. It’s a joke. Pharma has no liability, they’re not held
accountable to make safe products, like car seat makers do, or any other product manufacturer.
Even though 2/3 of applicants have been denied compensation, $4 billion dollars have
been awarded to vaccine victims for their vaccine injuries.
Also, Pharma companies spend more on marketing than on researching vaccines. Where
is the accountability? There is none.
#10. Vaccines aren’t as effective as people think. An entire US Navy ship was quarantined out
at sea for several months when many of the sailors came down with the mumps. 100% of them
were vaccinated against mumps. So much for vaccine-induced herd immunity!
#11. Aluminum is a dangerous neurotoxin and it’s in vaccines. One vaccine alone, Hep B, has
14 times the amount of FDA approved aluminum. What?! Many vaccines contain aluminum.

#12. A polio vaccine side effect is... polio. 😳 “We have known now, since 1961 in the United
States, and prior to that in other countries, that the live virus vaccine for polio does cause the
disease itself.” - Jonas Salk, Creator of Polio Vaccine, in a 1978 CBC Interview
In 2017, the number of children paralyzed by the polio VACCINE surpassed the number
of children paralyzed by polio.
#13. Many of the ingredients are simply dangerous. Antifreeze, MSG, Mercury, etc. 🤢 Many
doctors can’t name any, let alone all the ingredients. Yet we have been taught that this is good for
us. After swallowing many of these components, poison control is to be called! Hazardous
waste bags are needed to throw these items away, yet we are injecting this crap into our bodies.

#14. Vaccines are not tested for cancer or
fertility impairment! What?! Section 13.1 of
every vaccine insert states “has not been tested
for carcinogenic, mutagenic potential or for
impairment of fertility.” 😳

#15. Vaccines didn’t save the world from disease. Improved sanitation and a higher quality of
food and water is what led to the decrease in deaths from disease. More information on this in
Dr. Suzanne Humphries’ book, Dissolving Illusions. What cured Scarlet Fever and Typhoid? Not
vaccines.

